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ABSTRACT
Telemetry provides invaluable insights into the performance and health of devices
and networks. In general, more telemetry data means more insights. However, this comes
at the cost of increased bandwidth consumption. Many of the counters inside a device
correlate (i.e., the counter values can be recovered knowing the multiplier of the
correlation). For example, the number of incoming packets is typically closely correlated
with the number of packets sent. Techniques are presented herein that support minimizing
the amount of data that is sent by identifying counters that strongly correlate with one
another and sending real-time information only for a single ‘main’ counter from such a
group and correlation multiplier for the others. A telemetry collector may then restore,
offline, all of the absolute values. The benefits from the presented techniques include, for
example, bandwidth conservation (as the amount of data that is sent will be significantly
reduced), increased security (as a consequence of less data being transmitted, less data will
be exposed in case of an attacker capturing the telemetry traffic), simplified issue detection
(instances where correlations are not being respected need special attention as something
abnormal may be happening with a device, perhaps raising a configured alarm and thus
decreasing issue detection times), etc.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Telemetry provides for unprecedented real-time insights into what is happening in
a network. However, that insight comes with the cost of bandwidth consumption. If
thousands of counters are monitored simultaneously and their values should be sent in realtime to a collector, that will consume a non-negligible component of the bandwidth. This
is particularly important in conditions with poor network connections (such as, for example,
in a wireless environment). As one example, consider a case involving telemetry being
streamed by a self-driving car when the car reaches an area with poor coverage.
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To address these types of challenges, techniques are presented herein that support
minimizing the amount of data that is sent by identifying counters that strongly correlate
with one-another and sending real-time information only for a single ‘main’ counter and a
correlation multiplier for the other counters. A telemetry collector may then restore, offline,
all of the absolute values.
Many counters inside a device correlate. That is, the counter values may be
recovered knowing the multiplier of the correlation. For example, the number of incoming
packets is typically closely correlated with the number of packets that are sent or, in some
instances, the number of packets that are received can be correlated with central processing
unit (CPU) load.
It will be helpful to confirm the meaning of two important terms that will be
employed in the narrative that is presented below. First, a 'correlation coefficient' is a
coefficient that identifies how closely two counters correlate such that a value of positive
one (1) represents absolute positive correlation and a value of negative one (-1) represents
absolute negative correlation. Figure 1, below, graphically illustrates aspects of the
correlation coefficient.

Figure 1: Illustrative Positive and Negative Correlations
Second, a 'multiplier' identifies the extent to which correlating counters differ one
from another. For example, the value Counter1/Counter2 implies that when Counter2 is
multiplied by a Multiplier it yields Counter1.
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Employing aspects of the techniques presented herein, bandwidth can be conserved
by not sending telemetry values for counters that closely correlate. In brief, under aspects
of the techniques presented herein a continuous stream of data may be sent for the main
counters but only the multiplier need be sent for other counters.
More particularly, the operation of aspects of the techniques presented herein may
comprise a series of steps, including the steps that are described below.
In a first step, for each specific network device a schema may be defined specifying
which counters typically correlate with which counters. In the schema a main counter may
be defined, the absolute values of which will be sent to the telemetry collector. Critical
counters may be configured to use only the absolute values.
In a second step, the network device will periodically calculate, based on a
configured timer, the correlation coefficient of a counter with its main counter. Then:


If the correlation coefficient is higher than a predefined threshold (for example,
0.9) then the device will send to the collector only the multiplier for this counter.
The multiplier will be sent once in a configured time period, thus conserving
bandwidth.



If the correlation coefficient is lower than the predefined correlation coefficient
then the absolute values will be sent. The sent data will be tagged accordingly
with the ‘absolute’ tags. To implement this functionality the device will store
the absolute values of all of the counters in memory at least until the correlation
will be calculated.

In a third step, a collector will either recreate the data for all of the counters using
the multiplier and the main counter values or it will use the absolute values that were sent.
The benefits that will arise from use of aspects of the techniques presented herein
include, for example, bandwidth conservation (as the number of data sent will be
significantly reduced) and increased security (as a consequence of less data being
transmitted, less data will be exposed in case of an attacker capturing the telemetry traffic).
Another benefit may include simplified issue detection. For example, moments when
correlations are not respected may need special attention, as something rather abnormal
may be happening with the device. Alarms can be configured on the device for such events,
this way decreasing issue detection times.
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Considering the above, aspects of the techniques presented herein may be
explicated with the help of two real-life examples which illustrate the techniques’ basic
approach.
The two examples will employ data that was collected from a node running an
example operating system (OS) involving a device that may send so-called bulk statistic
files every five minutes containing the values of different counters (out of thousands of
possible counters) along with a timestamp. The sent files may have a specific format but
for the sake of the instant examples, consider that the data may be parsed into a commaseparated values (CSV) file as it is easier to use and understand. In the two examples the
file contains data collected for one month.
As depicted in Figure 2, below, there are 1,153 different counters collected in the
file and the file contains 8,927 rows. The counters are holding integer values.

Figure 2: Example File Characteristics
Note that in the two examples a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) representation
of telemetry data will be employed as it is one of the easiest to read. However, it is
important to note that the techniques presented herein are not bound to any specific type of
data representation.
The first example will make use of only a small subset of the available data in order
to demonstrate the compression functionality.
Accordingly, a first step in this example comprises data preparation or sanitization.
Only data covering the period from 2020.08.01 00:00:00 to 2020.08.01 01:00:00
(i.e., one hour) will be employed and only the following counters will be used:
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'%sess-ttlarrived%', '%sess-ttlrejected%', '%sess-ttlconnected%', '%sessttlauthsucc%', '%sessttlauthfail%', '%sess-ttllcpup%', %sess-ttlipcpup%', '%sessttlsrcviol%', '%sess-ttlkeepfail%', '%sess-curttlcalls%'

The counters are integer numbers and some of the counters will have zero (0) values.
As there are issues with calculating correlations with counters that have the value 0, a value
of 0 may be replaced with the value 0.01. This will allow for the calculation of correlations
and the approximation may be removed afterwards through rounding (i.e., a value of 0.01
may be rounded to 0).
Following completion of the first step, the data that remains from the original file,
which will be employed during the balance of the first example, is presented in Table 1,
below.

%sess‐
ttlarrived%

%sess‐
ttlreje
cted%

%sess‐
ttlconnect
ed%

%sess‐
ttlauth
succ%

%sess‐
ttlauthf
ail%

%ses
s‐
ttllcp
up%

%sess‐
ttlipcp
up%

1/8/2020
0:05

46498.0

5.0

40373.0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

1/8/2020
0:10

44984.0

14.0

39043.0

0.01

0.01

0.01

1/8/2020
0:15

43417.0

14.0

38128.0

0.01

0.01

1/8/2020
0:20

42502.0

6.0

37270.0

0.01

1/8/2020
0:25

41813.0

13.0

36452.0

1/8/2020
0:30

40942.0

6.0

1/8/2020
0:35

40811.0

1/8/2020
0:40

%sess‐
ttlkeepfai
l%

%sess‐
curttlcalls%

11017.0

0.01

1815096.0

0.01

11822.0

0.01

1812614.0

0.01

0.01

14715.0

0.01

1810482.0

0.01

0.01

0.01

12078.0

0.01

1808330.0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

10322.0

0.01

1806534.0

35648.0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

9911.0

0.01

1804690.0

11.0

35815.0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

9859.0

0.01

1802855.0

39226.0

9.0

34141.0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

8977.0

0.01

1800870.0

1/8/2020
0:45

39007.0

10.0

33894.0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

9930.0

0.01

1799334.0

1/8/2020
0:50

38983.0

11.0

33994.0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

9993.0

0.01

1797718.0

1/8/2020
0:55

37989.0

8.0

32981.0

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

8188.0

0.01

1796312.0

Date &
Time

%sess‐
ttlsrcviol
%

Table1: Reduced Test Telemetry Dataset
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During a second step, the main counters and the algorithm parameters are defined.
As the approach of the techniques presented herein suggests, a group of main counters
should be defined with which other counters are concluded to be correlating. Afterwards,
this can be manually configured on both devices (i.e., a monitored device and a monitoring
device) or exchanged during the session setup. However, any implementation may be
acceptable, so long as both devices know this information.
In this example two main counters will be identified:


%sess-ttlarrived%

which is supposed to closely correlate with

ttlrejected%, %sess-ttlconnected%,



%sess-ttlauthfail%

%sess-

and %sesscurttlcalls%.

which is supposed to closely correlate with

%sess-

ttlauthsucc%,%sess-ttllcpup%,and %sessttlkeepfail%.

In this example, the counters are configured using the following Python dictionary:
main_counters = {
"%sess-ttlarrived%":['%sess-ttlrejected%','%sess-ttlconnected%','%sesscurttlcalls%'],
'%sess-ttlauthfail%':['%sess-ttlauthsucc%','%sess-ttllcpup%','%sessttlkeepfail%']
}

As for the algorithm, as long as the correlation between the main counters and their
secondary counters is strong enough only the main counter absolute values will be sent
while for the secondary counters only the correlation multiplier will be periodically sent
(i.e., it will not be sent with every single message). All of the other counters, that aren't
defined as either secondary or main, will be sent with absolute values. Additionally, the
minimal correlation threshold will be defined for which relative values will be sent. Such
a threshold may have a value that ranges from -1 to 1. This example will employ the value
0.9, as follows:
corr_thr = 0.9

Further, the frequency at which the relative values are to be sent (rel_time) will be
defined. This example will employ the value five (5) (i.e., every fifth message), as follows:
rel_time = 5
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As messages are sent every 5 minutes, this means that relative values will be sent
every 25 minutes (i.e., 5x5=25).
During a third step, messages will be generated from the collected data using the
counters and parameters that were described above. This example will focus only on the
payload. Also, a JSON encoding will be employed as it is easier to read. It is important to
note that other encodings (such as, for example, Extensible Markup Language (XML),
YAML Ain't Markup Language (YAML), CSV, etc.) may be used in real-life applications.
An example message format for the messages containing relative counter values
may comprise:
{
timestamp:timestamp,
counter1:value1,
counter2:value2,
counter3:value3,
'relative':{
counter4:multiplier4,
counter5:multiplier5,
counter6:multiplier6
}
}

A telemetry collector may recover the values of counters 4, 5, and 6 by multiplying
their main counter value with the respective multiplier. An example message format for
the messages without relative counter values may comprise:
{
timestamp:timestamp,
counter1:value1,
counter2:value2,
counter3:value3,
}

A receiver will know that if the message doesn't contain the relative portion then
the protocol secondary counters can be still recovered by multiplying their main counter
with the respective multiplier which was received in some past message. Note that the size
of such a message will be much smaller than that of a regular one, as multiple counters will
be omitted. In this manner, compression may be achieved.
For purposes of comparison, this example also includes the generation of a message
in the same format as above, without compression, to assess the compression impact of the
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techniques presented herein. The format of such a message will be similar to that of a
message without relative counter values, that is:
{
timestamp:timestamp,
counter1:value1,
counter2:value2,
counter3:value3,
}

Based on the above, messages may be generated using the data from Table 1 and
the techniques presented herein. Note that the relative values are available only in every
fifth message. Also note that the message number is not part of the actual message and is
included here just to enhance readability. The generated messages include:
Message 0
{'%sess-ttlarrived%': 46498,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 11017,
'relative': {'%sess-curttlcalls%': 39.04,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 1.0,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 0.87,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 1.0,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 1.0,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 0.0},
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:05:01')}
Message 1
{'%sess-ttlarrived%': 44984,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 11822,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:10:01')}
Message 2
{'%sess-ttlarrived%': 43417,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 14715,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:15:01')}
Message 3
{'%sess-ttlarrived%': 42502,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 12078,
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'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:20:00')}
Message 4
{'%sess-ttlarrived%': 41813,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 10322,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:25:01')}
Message 5
{'%sess-ttlarrived%': 40942,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 9911,
'relative': {'%sess-curttlcalls%': 44.08,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 1.0,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 0.87,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 1.0,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 1.0,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 0.0},
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:30:01')}
Message 6
{'%sess-ttlarrived%': 40811,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 9859,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:35:01')}
Message 7
{'%sess-ttlarrived%': 39226,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 8977,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:40:01')}
Message 8
{'%sess-ttlarrived%': 39007,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 9930,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:45:00')}
Message 9
{'%sess-ttlarrived%': 38983,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 9993,
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'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:50:00')}
Message 10
{'%sess-ttlarrived%': 37989,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 8188,
'relative': {'%sess-curttlcalls%': 47.29,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 1.0,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 0.87,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 1.0,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 1.0,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 0.0},
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:55:00')}

In contrast, messages that are generated using the same dataset but without
telemetry compression, according to aspects of the techniques presented herein, include:
Message 0
{'%sess-curttlcalls%': 1815096.0,
'%sess-ttlarrived%': 46498.0,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 40373.0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 5.0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 11017.0,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:05:01')}
Message 1
{'%sess-curttlcalls%': 1812614.0,
'%sess-ttlarrived%': 44984.0,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 39043.0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 14.0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 11822.0,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:10:01')}
Message 2
{'%sess-curttlcalls%': 1810482.0,
'%sess-ttlarrived%': 43417.0,
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'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 38128.0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 14.0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 14715.0,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:15:01')}
Message 3
{'%sess-curttlcalls%': 1808330.0,
'%sess-ttlarrived%': 42502.0,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 37270.0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 6.0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 12078.0,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:20:00')}
Message 4
{'%sess-curttlcalls%': 1806534.0,
'%sess-ttlarrived%': 41813.0,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 36452.0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 13.0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 10322.0,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:25:01')}
Message 5
{'%sess-curttlcalls%': 1804690.0,
'%sess-ttlarrived%': 40942.0,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 35648.0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 6.0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 9911.0,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:30:01')}
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Message 6
{'%sess-curttlcalls%': 1802855.0,
'%sess-ttlarrived%': 40811.0,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 35815.0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 11.0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 9859.0,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:35:01')}
Message 7
{'%sess-curttlcalls%': 1800870.0,
'%sess-ttlarrived%': 39226.0,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 34141.0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 9.0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 8977.0,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:40:01')}
Message 8
{'%sess-curttlcalls%': 1799334.0,
'%sess-ttlarrived%': 39007.0,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 33894.0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 10.0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 9930.0,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:45:00')}
Message 9
{'%sess-curttlcalls%': 1797718.0,
'%sess-ttlarrived%': 38983.0,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 33994.0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 0.1,
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'%sess-ttllcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 11.0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 9993.0,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:50:00')}
Message 10
{'%sess-curttlcalls%': 1796312.0,
'%sess-ttlarrived%': 37989.0,
'%sess-ttlauthfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlconnected%': 32981.0,
'%sess-ttlipcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlkeepfail%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttllcpup%': 0.1,
'%sess-ttlrejected%': 8.0,
'%sess-ttlsrcviol%': 8188.0,
'timestamp': Timestamp('2020-08-01 00:55:00')}

To support the calculation of comparison values, the message sets that were
presented above were saved in two separate files. The file containing the compressed
messages had a size of 2,541 bytes. The file containing the uncompressed messages had a
size of 3,739 bytes. Thus, in this first example use of the techniques presented herein
yielded a compression level of 147% (i.e., 3,739 bytes divided by 2,541 bytes equals
1.4715).
The second example will make use of more of the available data in order to further
illustrate the capabilities of the techniques presented herein. In this second example only
data covering a specific 24-hour period (i.e., from 2020.08.01 00:00:00 to 2020.08.01
23:55:00) will be included but within that data all 1,153 of the counters will be considered.
Two main counters will be defined,
correlations) and

ttl_failed

ttl_arrived

(encompassing a first range of counter

(encompassing a second range of counter correlations),

yielding the following configuration:
main_counters = {
"%sess-ttlarrived%": ttl_arrived,
'%sess-ttlauthsucc%': ttl_failed
}

To support the calculation of comparison values, the message sets that were
generated during this second example were saved in two separate files. The file containing
the compressed messages had a size of 3,698,636 bytes.
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uncompressed messages had a size of 10,087,766 bytes. Thus, in this second example use
of the techniques presented herein yielded a compression level of 274% (i.e., 10,087,766
bytes divided by 3,698,636 bytes equals 2.7274).
In summary, techniques have been presented herein that support minimizing the
amount of telemetry data that is sent by identifying counters that strongly correlate with
one another and sending real-time information only for a single ‘main’ counter from such
a group and correlation multiplier for the others. A telemetry collector may then restore,
offline, all of the absolute values. The benefits from the presented techniques include, for
example, bandwidth conservation (as the amount of data that is sent will be significantly
reduced), increased security (as a consequence of less data being transmitted, less data will
be exposed in case of an attacker capturing the telemetry traffic), simplified issue detection
(instances where correlations are not being respected need special attention as something
abnormal may be happening with a device, perhaps raising a configured alarm and thus
decreasing issue detection times), etc.
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